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More Theory!   

  
I wrote Syrian Episodes in the hope that readers would find it difficult to escape a sense of 
interpellation by the interactions, events, persons, and scenes in the book. It is an ethnography 
with honest descriptions of encounters in fieldwork that demand of the reader an equally honest 
encounter.  That is to say, readers might find it difficult to jump quickly to a meta-level of 
reflection, as the descriptions are not immersed in what Clifford Geertz called “vats of theory.”  
They are on the raw side rather than fully cooked, without the usual foreclosures, euphemisms, 
throw-away sentences, protective disclaimers, and theoretical authorizing provided by related 
literatures outside the fieldwork situation itself.  That the descriptions reveal levels of intimacy 
does not make them irrelevant to the political.  On the contrary, my theoretical argument is 
precisely that the political in Syria, if not in the entire Middle East, is modeled on male 
relationships, specifically on the father-son relation, and that this relationship for a variety of 
economic and political reasons is breaking down.  Moreover, these relationships are not merely 
functional, but filled with psychological ambivalence, requiring more advanced psychoanalytic 
theories for explanation than most scholars appear to wish to employ. 
  
Lindsay Gifford is not alone in asking for something not merely cooked but deep fried (aren’t we 
supposed to be weaning ourselves from fried food?), served in a thick coat of theory. Recent 
reviews in anthropology journals by two other American scholars of the Middle East also suggest 
that my descriptions of male-male encounters arouse certain anxieties in readers, specifically in 
women in the American academy.  At this point, I would like to take the opportunity to address 
what the book tries to do, and why some readers may find my approach unsettling. The call for 
more theory to make the descriptions more palatable, in a book where theory does not encase but 
rather is embedded in the descriptions, is a symptom of the bad faith of many contemporary 
anthropologists.  No theory asks us to sanitize our accounts of the agonistic situations in which 
knowledge is acquired through intimate fieldwork encounters (Borneman and Hammoudi 2009). 
The theoretical demands of reflexivity would seem to encourage the exact opposite: locating 
ethnographers in the fields in which they generate their understandings. Yet, anthropologists 
seem to demand certain omissions or foreclosures in the writing up of fieldwork that approaches 
the object “sex,” or that we remain on the level of discourse, or package our discourses in the 
theories of Butler and Foucault.  This same demand does not exist for similarly difficult-to-
approach objects such as “criminality,” “massacre,” or “pogrom.” 
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The kinds of experiences that Gifford clearly finds most troublesome (she dubs them “carnal 
desire” or “Freudian desire”) have to do with the sensuality of encounters and the erotics of the 
text.  She writes that I “conflate the homosocial order of daily life in Syria… with Western 
homosexuality, identity, and desire.” Even in the passages she cites, there is no evidence of such 
conflation. As to male “carnal desire,” having worked in Syria herself, she could not have 
possibly avoided it unless she moved around in a burqa and wore ear plugs.  The Syrian men and 
boys who I encountered did not divide their desires into Western and Syrian versions, and, 
because many had either worked or lived abroad, including in Europe, or had dealings with 
Western tourists, or watched European television programs, they had acquired a great deal of 
knowledge of the West, which at some level had become internal to their own subjectivity. 
  
Rather than account for how she was positioned in relation to this “carnal” desire as she 
encountered it in my monograph, and explain what her own location in reading revealed that 
mine in research and writing did not, Gifford apparently wants both to protect the reader from 
this knowledge (too much sensuality in my text) while at the same time criticizing the text for 
making her aware of a desire that is otherwise, she claims, “left unstated and under-analyzed.”  
Under-analyzed it may be, but desire is definitely not unstated in the text; I explicitly reveal as 
much as I am capable of knowing about both my own and my interlocutors’ emotional 
investments in various interactions. Caught in this ambivalent relation to the text, Gifford 
nonetheless bravely cites in the review two of the most sexually explicit passages from the text’s 
forty-two episodes and 231 pages, including one of a man masturbating in my presence in a 
field; and then, inhabiting the role of a censor looking at pornographic texts, she speculates about 
the specific “ethical and professional obligations” entailed in such frank reporting. 
  
At that point Gifford asks for something more “straightforward,” which I gather means more 
theory, something to enable her to distance herself so as to understand what she had just read 
without having to reflect on her own experiences, or readings, or comparisons. Thus, her claim 
that my focus on episodes “deprives readers of any means of situating the ethnographic 
descriptions they read in the book” actually suggests instead how uncomfortable it is for readers 
to situate themselves in relation to the actual encounters in the book.  And why should it be 
otherwise?  As a matter of fact, the particular episode Gifford cites lengthily is not presented as 
nakedly as she implies, but is situated in the context of the pervasive presence of the 
Mukhabarat, and presents the other party as a family man, a father, escaping his wife and kids, 
who at the same time is proud of and situates himself in that marital relationship. 
             
Gifford makes many other odd statements that may reveal more about the sad state of reading, 
and of criticism, in the discipline than about Syrian Episodes.  She misses altogether the major 
epistemological contribution of the study: to affirm that people’s questions of me rather than my 
questions of them can be the basis for ethnographic description.  She makes only one very brief 
reference to the last third of the book, which focuses on my experience teaching at the 
university.  She criticizes me for focusing on young men because they “are a site of easy access 
for the anthropologist.” Certainly access is the key to good fieldwork, but the question should not 
be whether it was easy or hard, but rather: access to what end and how? Ethnographic fieldwork 
is most insightful when based on local encounters and presented from a particular point of view, 
no matter how much in writing some scholars may puff their data up as if they had an omniscient 
view of things.  Finally, Gifford ends the review by stating that my ethnography “is unlikely to 
become an experiment that many other anthropologists will hurry to implement.”  Indeed, they 
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should take their time.  But since when are we engineers and prophets?  In any case, you cannot 
“implement” an experiment in ethnography; at best you can learn something from it, and let that 
learning inform your own research and writing. 
             
In her famous essay “Against Interpretation,” written in 1964, Susan Sontag wrote, “What is 
important now is to recover our senses. We must learn to see more, to hear more, to feel more.  
… In place of a hermeneutics we need an erotics of art.” By eschewing hermeneutics she did not 
really mean to avoid interpretation –– her own work was filled with bold and courageous 
interpretations.  She meant to avoid an overly intellectual imposition of one’s own perspective on 
art and instead to establish an experientially sensitive relation to it.  Along these lines, Syrian 
Episodes does not avoid interpretation or theory, far from it, but it refuses to substitute theory for 
an erotics of the encounter. Sontag’s argument has found much resonance in the fields of 
literature and art, and even among some anthropologists.  Sadly, however, to some newcomers to 
the field of anthropology, memory is short. 
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